by Carol Colitti Levine
My Jeep is currently caked in February ice as I contemplate crocuses cutting up through the
snow. Will Spring actually arrive this year? Assuming that it will, here are some “mini treks” for
warmer weather jaunts - all within a half hour from Florence. As we go, I try to envision farm
stands and picnic tables emerging from the cold gray mist to welcome warm blue skies.
In my research, I discover that the area coincidentally covered in these mini treks was made
especially for me. The towns I’ve visited are apparently in what is termed the “hidden hills” because
you can only get to them on the back roads - there are no interstate highway exits dumping into
them. They are found between the Pioneer Valley and the Berkshires, in the Westfield River Basin
from Williamsburg to Becket.

Williamsburg to Beckett...
Destinations:
Three mini SideTreks on the
back roads to the hidden hills.
Spring SideTrek 1:
The first mini trek was suggested by
Diane, a creative hair stylist, equestrienne,
and bonne vivante, who recently moved
to Cummington. She showed me a poem
she’d written, “Oil Stained Bag”, inspired
by her discovery of a bakery that makes
the flakiest pastries this side of Paris. It’s
right up the road on route 9 west near the Williamsburg line. Hidden behind Andrew Quient’s
Pottery shop, it’s called Bread Euphoria. Yes, they’re
the artisans who also bake the bread in the black
and white bags you’ve seen on various local grocers’
shelves!
So, on a Saturday morning in February, over an
ice and snow covered path, we go in and ask for a
selection of cinnamon brioches, almond & chocolate croissants, and an apple turnover. We take our
goodies home, press the Peet’s French Roast and are
transported to our favorite outdoor café on rue Raspail. This cannot become a frequent habit. Thank
goodness they are closed Sundays. Sandwiches on
their signature breads are also available for lunch.

Spring SideTrek 2:
A weekend later, we go back to Route
9 West and continue on another
venture. Along the way many new
eateries have popped up. In Haydenville Center, is the Blue House Café,
then McFaddden’s Pub. Right after the
veterinary clinic where the horse’s head
pokes out of the front door, we pass by
our favorite spring/summer “snack bar”,
which we have dubbed “lobster roll”.

On weekends they serve the real deal, on
toasted hot dog rolls with paprika on the top. It
reminds us of a place called “Lunch” in Montauk,
and we didn’t think you could get lobster rolls like
that anymore. The stand also serves clams, chicken,
salmon, and burgers, but who cares?!
As we drive by the abandoned trailer/kitchen in
the cold parking lot, we can almost imagine a warm
spring day and the many families eating at the picnic
tables painted with clever verses. This trailer/snack
stand is next to a garden mart and ice cream stand,
can’t wait until it opens on Memorial Day weekend.

Let’s see what else is new as we continue to head
west. The Kitchen Table is an appealing new restaurant/bar in a little strip of stores near the Chevrolet dealership, then in Williamsburg Center Chef
Wayne’s Big Mamou announces itself with a bright
purple awning. Louisiana cuisine is featured here
made famous in its original Springfield location. It’s
a little heavy eating for us at 11:30 in the morning
with Jambalayas and Crab Cakes Natchitoches, but
we’ll be back for dinner.
We veer off again onto Route 112 North to Ashfield where we go by the Ashfield Lake House. On
the lake that day a “rescue drill” is being run on the
iced-over pond, so there’s lots of activity. In the
spring and summer, you can eat overlooking the lake
with a brew or burger. Circling around
Buckland Road back to the center of
Ashfield, we go into Elmer’s General Store where lunch is just being served. The store dates back to
1835 and has recently been featured
in the Boston Globe. Breakfast is
the favorite here, and in the spring
you can have pancakes or French
toast with freshly sapped syrup
from one of the many local maple
sugar houses in the area. In
the early spring, on the way
home, stop at a couple and
pick up a jug. They dot the
roadsides all the way back
home. Elmer’s has lots of local
cheeses (their own rich mild cheddar is delicious), meats, produce, and
all manner of products from its neighbors.
We find our way back on that little road off 116
which is iced over and rutty until we finally get back
to the Brew Masters Tavern in Williamsburg Center- stop if you’re in the mood for a steak.

Spring Side Trek 3:
This time we will not take Route 9 all the way west.
We go through Leeds and take Audubon Road and
keep going through Williamsburg and Goshen until
we hit Stage Road and cross over the Westfield River

into Cummington where we meet up with Route 9
again at the Creamery Grocery. You can’t miss it, it
has a cow on the roof! It looks very quaint at first
blush- that’s where it ends. Here we had a wonderful lunch on freshly baked bread and browsed the
sophisticatedly eclectic array of local wines, cheeses,
spa scents & soaps, and foodie stuffs from praline
paste to nuts. They also serve Bart’s ice cream.
Right after lunch, we take the next left onto Bryant
Road, which is also a spur of 112, to the William
Cullen Bryant Homestead. It sits quietly overlooking the valley on this rainy/icy winter day, but since
there’s a large parking lot area designated below the
barn, it must be a busy destination during the spring
and summer. It’s now a museum, closed when we
are there, housing Bryant’s prodigious poetry and
chronicling his life as a lawyer. He wrote his famous
poem about death, “Thanatopsis”, in 1817 when
he was 17. There are several
graveyards
in the area
which help
conjure up
this “English
Graveyard
School”
work where
comfort in
Nature may
have been
sought.
Taking to the back
roads again, we continue to West Cummington Road to a place our neighbor Louise, who
teaches in the hilltowns area, suggested we find.
But, we are thwarted by a closed bridge, so go back
to Route 9 and take a very quick right onto West
Cummington road from there- but don’t blink, or
you’ll miss it. Here we go into a little village which
seems as if it has stopped in time in the early 1800’s.
Each house has a sign circa 1800ish, but they actually look as if they’d been frozen since then.
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A gray structure called Brennan’s Inn is on the left of
this little horse-shoe shaped street. It was formerly
the Remington Lodge, we guess was a way station
for some of William Bryant’s contemporary buddies.
It has recently been transformed into an authentic
Irish pub with lodging for bed and breakfast. It has
a large outside deck for spring and summer dining
days. Fare includes crispy chicken, grilled sirloin,
burgers and nightly specials. Right now, all we see is
snow and ice and that “closed” bridge in the back of
the inn.
We look forward to going back on all of these minitreks when we can enjoy them again come May.
Next time, I’ll find funky golf course side treks for
the Summer Resources edition of FUEL.

Special Note:   Many have told me that
the photographs are the best part of this
column.  Most of the photos in this current
and past “side treks” were taken by my
favorite traveling companion and
husband, Gary.  He has taken time out
from his “day job” on the faculty of Tufts
University’s School of Medicine, and as
medical director of  Baystate Children’s
Hospital Practices.  So thank you,
Dr. Levine!  

